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Fame and F o rtune

N

o mat te r whe re you a re or what you
do you are linked to all that is around you. What
you do affects all that is. You are never separated from the universe around you as you are an integral
part of it. Your actions reverberate to all that is around
you and that is why every action you perform is seen by
all of us. Your actions impact the universe and what you
do has significance.
I feel so unimportant in the big scheme of things, we hear
you say to yourself. I am so small and insignificant, we
hear others think.
Your actions are not measured by the amount of people who know about them or whether it was reported in
the news. The importance of your actions and thoughts
are never measured from the human-impact perspective.
You are an angel and as such your actions are measured
in the realm of heaven not earth. Earth is your stage and
heaven is your home. You are an angel who volunteered
to come down to play a part that is grand. Part of the
role you play is forgetting who you are and trying to re-
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discover your true identity. We see many of you trying
to gain fame and fortune in order to feel more significant
and important. We wish to tell you with all love that you
do not have to work hard to gain these things. In our
realm everyone knows who you are and you are part of
the most glorious and grand energy in the universe. Your
effort is not only redundant but it is often misdirected.
We never judge you and you are free to choose your role.
We wish to tap on your forehead if you let us and remind
you that your actions are not measured from the temporary fleeting moment you call human life but from the
perspective of eternity.
Who you are is not what you see in the mirror. You
are beautiful and grand and you are eternal. You appear
to us as shapes, melody and colors all swiveling and sparkling. When you act, you create shapes and vibrations
which spread to all directions and reach the far corners
of the universe in an instant. That is why we ask you
to know who you are and know that you are significant.
We ask you to understand that as you do what you do
as mundane as it appears to you, it has significance. You
came to play a role and your mission is to create light
and tip the balance of light and darkness on your planet.
As such your role is to create and maintain your light at
every moment.
How do we do that, some of you may wonder?
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It is through the awareness of your actions that you
create light. When you walk and act knowing your true
identity and act from the source of divinity we call love
you are elevating yourself and all that is around you.
How can we create light when all around us there is darkness, others may ask?
With a hug we wish to tell you that your light is allowing those in darkness the option to choose seeing. That
is your role and your mission. Most of humanity are in
darkness and the job title you were given is light workers
or light warriors because your mission is to stay balanced
regardless of all the darkness that surrounds you. You
were trained for this mission for many expressions and
all the knowledge you need is at your fingertips. You are
enabled and powerful if you choose to open your eyes
and see yourself as you truly are. Those in the dark will
want you to be like them. Those in the dark fear light
because light automatically transforms darkness and they
fear change. Those in the dark will try to get to you by
using fear and holding you down so your vibration will
not threaten them. Your mission is to keep your light and
your vibration and when you do they will run away or
transform. The ones of darkness cannot get close to you
if you hold your light and if they do their darkness will
disappear as they will be illuminated by you.
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What is it that you want us to do, some may wonder?
You are to radiate your vibration of love inside of you
to those who are trying to tell you that you are hurting them. You are to emit the vibration of love to those
around you who will tell you that you are only thinking
about yourself and you are inconsiderate. You must project the vibration of love to those who come to you and tell
you that if you won’t change they will leave you. We ask
you to send the vibration of love and stay as you are, doing what you are doing, holding your light and knowing
that you are divine and no one can ever make you do or
be something else or someone else.
We know of your fears of separation. When you experience fear you cannot emit the vibration of love. We
ask you not to fear separation from your fellow angel.
When you hold your partner in the highest vibration and
wrap them in the energy of love you are opening a door
for the highest potential of the relationship to manifest.
We know how difficult it is for humans to be together
and then separate, we know the challenges of the cords
that you develop with your partners and then have to
sever. We know the longing of the one who wishes to
unite with the other when the roads are blocked. We see
you in all your human drama and the fragility of your
emotions and we tell you that you are so loved for walking the walk. We wish you to be in a place of love so your
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partner can use the love vibration you radiate to climb
out of their own fears. We ask you to close your eyes and
step into the circle where you are always united with all
that is. We ask you to feel the hug from us as we surround you and give you our hands. You are walking on
earth at a time when the struggle of light and darkness is
intensifying as many around you become fearful because
the ground under their feet is changing and they feel very
insecure. Things do not work as they used to and many
do not know what to do.
Know who you are and know that whatever you do in
any circumstance has significance and importance. Know
that being true to yourself and walking in your divinity
is your mission. We ask you to remain the lighthouse
regardless of the storm that is coming your way. The
lighthouse does not care which storm is coming because
its mission is to shine light no matter what. You are that
lighthouse and the challenges that you face will increase
as the vibration of the earth is moving to the phase we
call the initiation of the new energy. This initiation will
be marked by your year of 2012 and it will create the
potential for peace on earth and a shift of dimensions.
Your experiences now are but drills of what is to come.
We wish you to know with all love that you are trained
for this mission and we ask you to remember who you
are and to hold sacred that which you face. We ask you
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to know that you are built for storms and as painful and
threatening as they seem. Know that you can withstand
them and come out victorious.
Gaia is creating a vortex for new energy to come in.
This new energy is channeled from outer space to support the lighthouses of the planet. Much of this energy
is being delivered to you through your sun. We ask you
to stay grounded with nature and expose yourself to the
sun when you can. Even if you do so for ten minutes a
day you may absorb this energy. We wish you to create
a sacred space with the sun and nature where you can
find your center. We wish you to allow Gaia to support
you as it is part of you. It is more important than ever
to take the time and connect to the flowers, the trees and
the birds. Allow yourself to be part of the energy of the
natural world as it has much to teach you. The natural
world is you and many of you are separated from it because of your technology and your media. We ask you
to search and rediscover that link that you have with the
earth under your feet and absorb the love that it has for
you. Absorb the love that comes your way from the sun.
These are your tools to become powerful. Reconnect
with your body and hold a ceremony around it to bless
it and give it love. We wish you to love yourself and receive love from the elements. There are many of us who
support you as you move forward to meet yourself. You
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are so dearly loved and we are always with you. We are
with you when you doubt us, and we are with you when
you are in pain. We see you when you cry and we cry
with you. We see your sensitivities and your raw emotions when you are hurt. Know that you are loved and all
that you feel is sacred and appropriate for your journey to
move forward. Honor that which you face and hold it as
sacred. Know that you were meant to be here at this time
and that your every action and thought has power. Hold
your intention to choose the highest potential in every
situation and know that you are divine and that there is
never a judgment on what you choose. You are so dearly
loved, and so be it.
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